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Identifying Geographical Interdependency in Critical Infrastructure
Systems Using Open Source Geospatial Data in Order to Model
Restoration Strategies in the Aftermath of a Large-Scale Disaster
Abstract

In the wake of a large-scale disaster, strategies for emergency search and rescue, short-term recovery and
medium- to long-term restoration are needed. While considerable effort is geared to developing strategies for
the former two options, little comprehensive guidance exists on the latter. However, medium- to long-term
restoration has a significant effect on local, regional and national economies and is essential to community
vitality. In part, the deficit of robust strategies can be linked to the complexity in the data acquisition and
limited methodologies to understand the interconnectedness of the relevant systems elements. This research
utilizes infrastructure data for Supply Chain Interdependent Critical Infrastructure Systems (SCICI) such as
transportation, energy, communications, or water, obtained or derived through open sources (such as The
National Map of the U.S. Geological Survey) to identify, understand, and map the interdependencies between
these system elements to enable restoration planning. Specifically, internal geographical relationships (herein
called the ‘geographical interdependency’) of SCICI elements are mapped. These interdependencies highlight
the stress points on the larger SCICI where failures occur and are not included in current built environment
models. The mapping of these interdependencies is a key step forward in attempts to optimally restore an
urban center’s supply chain in the wake of an extreme event.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The United States socioeconomic structure is heavily dependent on its network of critical
infrastructures. These infrastructures are complex, interdependent and include numerous
interface points; a disturbance in one can quickly cause cascading failure in the others.
These infrastructures and their importance are defined as (DHS 1996):
Certain national infrastructures are so vital that their incapacity or destruction
would have a debilitating impact on the defense or economic security of the United
States. These critical infrastructures include telecommunications, electrical power
systems, gas and oil (storage and transportation), banking and finance,
transportation, water supply systems, emergency services (including medical,
police, fire, and rescue), and continuity of government…
The restoration of supply chain networks following a natural or man-made disaster is a
pervasive challenge for decision makers responsible for the reintegration of regional or
national supply networks after emergency response phases have ended. Although most
disaster response models include cursory socioeconomic recovery plans, there is no
comprehensive model capable of using data and decision variables in real time
(Ramachandran et al. 2015a). This research models critical infrastructure in terms of their
connectivity to the United States supply chain system and identifies geographic
interdependencies associated with this system. The term supply chain interdependent
critical infrastructure (SCICI) is used to define interdependent supply chain components.
These include transportation, power, communications, and water (Figure 1).
Understanding interdependency is a data-intensive process ranging from data acquisition
and integration to data simulation.

Figure 1. Supply Chain Interdependent Critical Infrastructure
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Events over the past decade highlight the vulnerability of critical infrastructures and
a
also showcase interdependency among elements
elements. During the
he East coast blackout (August
14, 2003) the initial problem impacted the electrical generation
ation and distribution network,
but cascade effects on other systems from water to transportation disrupted the daily lives
of fifty million people across North Eastern United States and parts of Canada (Talukdar
2003). Similarly for both Hurricane Katrina (August, 2005) and Super Storm
torm Sandy
(October, 2012), a total of 4.8 million people were impacted. Following Super Storm
Sandy, people
eople were without power in 15 states, there was shortage of petroleum in many
cities due to supply chain disruption
disruption, and the cost of repair in New Jersey alone was
$36.8 billion dollars (Blake et al. 2013)
2013).
Figure 2 represents the number of global natural disasters reported between 2000 and
2011 (EM-DAT). The sheer volume of these occurrences is further evidence of the need
for an effective restoration
ation process for damaged SCICI
SCICI.. This restoration sequence must
be based on an understanding of the interdependence of SCICI to be effective.
This research creates a model that identifies the interdependency between SCICI and
develops a restoration sequence based on data inputs. Presented in this manuscript are:
the steps required for the integration of the ddata,
ata, the methodology for determining the
interdependencies among the SCICI with a numerical example, and a preliminary
restoration model using geographic interdependency inputs.

Figure 2. Natural Hazards Reported between 2000 and 2011 (EM-DAT)
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A number of approaches demonstrating the importance of disaster restoration are evident
in the literature. Existing models are highly idealized and inadequate to encompass the
complexities of an actual urban environment. Moreover, current models do not consider
the problem from a systems view and solutions are incremental rather than inclusive of
required model elements and data components. In short, existing models lack complexity,
do not identify model elements from a systems perspective, and do not have a robust data
identification process (Hale and Moberg 2005; Horner and Widener 2011; Holguín-Veras
and Jaller 2012; Long et al. 2013). Currently, there is no method which looks at the
problem from a holistic view, and every approach is based on different simplifications of
a mathematical model (Moteff and Parfomak 2004). A sampling of current methods and
their limitations for restoring SCICI is below.
Qualitative models based on stochastic processes (Baldick et al. 2008; North and
Macal 2007; Patton et al. 2009) provide useful means to identify and analyze
dependencies at a higher level, but qualitative approaches cannot scale across community
size or system complexity. Input-output models (Leontief 1987) have been used to
predict economic losses due to non-availability of critical infrastructure (Rigole and
Deconinck 2006), but do not account for interdependence. System dynamics models use a
top-down approach and are generally used to study the behavior of systems (Simonsen et
al. 2007; Sterman 2002), but they are cumbersome and lack the fine detail required for
robust solutions. Continuous and discrete modeling techniques are based on mathematical
designs (Liu et al. 1999). These models can be used to develop restoration strategies for
individual damaged infrastructures, but quickly prove ineffective with complex systems.
Topological and complex network models identify system structures, but fail to identify
system characteristics in a useable manner (Schläpfer et al. 2008). Simulation models are
often used when analytical solutions are not possible, but simulation cannot identify all
possible states (Pederson et al. 2006).
The vast majority of research after an extreme event focuses on facility location,
inventory management, resource distribution strategies, or on estimation of short-term
resource requirements for emergency response (see, for example, Akkihal 2006; Altay
and Green 2006; Balcik and Beamon 2008; Duran et al. 2011; Jaller et al. 2007; Mete and
Zabinsky 2010; Ozbay and Ozguven 2007; Rawls and Turnquist 2010; Simpson and
Hancock 2009; Holguín-Veras and Jaller 2011).
Geospatial data are used in many hazard studies to detail changes between pre- and
post-disaster imagery. Tornado damage assessment studies include those of Jedlovec et al.
(2006), Myint et al. (2008), Ramachandran et al. (2015b), Wagner et al. (2012), and Yuan
et al. (2002). Post-disaster damage assessments resulting from wildfires, hurricanes, and
tsunami include Barnes et al. (2007), Rodgers III et al. (2012), and Splinter et al. (2011).
Disaster impacts using a normalized difference vegetation index include Bentley et al.
(2002) and Wilkinson and Crosby (2010).
Virtually all the data used in previous studies are static and out-of-date in terms of
future disasters, or synthetic. Yet, accurate, real-time data are essential for creating the
level of complexity and interdependencies maps that are necessary to construct the
models. Local, regional and national planners would have access to their own restricted
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data sets, but lack tools that can ingest these data and then provide restoration strategies.
This research discusses the creation of models for SCICI restoration that can ingest realtime, publically available data, and then presents a methodology for identifying and
analyzing the interdependency among SCICI. Specifically, internal geographical
relationships (herein called the ‘geographical interdependency’) of SCICI are mapped.
These interdependencies highlight the stress points on the larger SCICI where failures
occur and are not included in current built environment models. The mapping of these
interdependencies is a key step forward in attempts to optimally restore an urban center’s
supply chain in the wake of an extreme event.

3. DATA REQUIREMENTS
Previous critical infrastructure modeling generally falls into one of three categories: the
modeling of a single infrastructure system, such as transportation, electricity,
communications or water (Gillette et al. 2002; NISAC 2011; Shih et al. 2009); the
assumption that all necessary data are hypothetically available at the time needed (Lee et
al. 2005; Tolone et al., 2004); or the generation of synthetic data on which a model is
built (Adachi and Ellingwood 2008; Lewis et al., 1979). While each of these approaches
has strengths and avoids the difficult task of large-scale data integration of SCICI
component data, they each have significant limitations. The single system approach may
have a complete real-world data set of its own system, but it does not properly define this
system’s interaction with other systems. Whereas models that assume either all data are
available at the time required or that generate synthetic data have also implicitly assumed
knowledge of all interactive properties that exist between systems. Necessarily, they do
not have the ability to evolve or adapt to changing circumstances, and therefore lack an
understanding of the complex and interconnected nature of the SCICI.
The complex and interconnected nature of SCICI is coined as the ‘interdependencies’
within the SCICI. Figure 3 shows a cartoon representation of some supply chain network
elements and their interdependencies. An illustrative example of such interdependencies
and a cascading failure might involve: a failure in a communication relay leads to the
overheating and failure of a water pump providing coolant to a power plant that destroys
a boiler, shutting down the plant, and overtaxing the electrical grid. This could lead to a
widespread blackout, communications shutdowns, transportation strictures, financial
distress and civil unrest (Murray and Grubesic, 2007). While the initial failure here is on
a micro-scale, the illustrative point of the importance of understanding the
interconnectivity of the various SCICI is made.

https://dc.uwm.edu/ijger/vol2/iss1/4
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Figure 3. Cartoon illustrating the interdependent nature of critical infrastructure elements

Rinaldi et al. (2001) categorize interdependencies among infrastructure systems into
one of four types: Physical interdependency, physical reliance on material flow from one
infrastructure to another, Cyber interdependency, the existence of information transfer
between infrastructures, Logical interdependency, any other type in interdependency that
exists between infrastructures tha
thatt do not fall in one of the other categories, and
Geographic interdependency, infrastructures that are located in close proximity with each
other. In this study, SCICI data are used to map the latter interd
interdependency
ependency between
SCICI into a viable Supply Chain Network (SCN) model.
In order to create a SCICI model with sophistication sufficient to illuminate the
various interdependencies across systems, a large amount of real
real-world
world data needs to be
acquired,
ired, integrated and analyzed. An example of some of the types
es of data needed is
shown for the transportation
ransportation SCICI in Table 1. The components of this table are
extensively discussed by Ramachandran et al. (2015a). A satisfactory model of SCICI
would require data such as these
these.
Geographical interdependency is dr
driven by proximity and approachability. It does not
constitute a physical connection (as does physical interdependency)
interdependency), but does require that
one element be geographically near another and that this element can be approached from
the other by reasonable means
means. The obvious platform for the integration and analyses of
these data prior to model building is geospatial
geospatial. In this study, The National Map of the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) is chosen as the geospatial platform, and all other data
elements are integrated
ed onto the orthoimagery from this source. The integration is done in
a Geographic Information System (GIS) environment, but it should be pointed out that
both the platform and the integration environment are chosen for convenience and other
systems with the
he same capability could perform the same service.
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Table 1. Transportation data requirements for modeling SCICI in an urban environment like St.
Louis, Missouri (modified from Ramachandran et al. 2015a).
Data Type

Freight

Freight Flow

Infrastructure
Capacity

Category
Agricultural
Products
Manufactured
Goods

Grain, livestock, Milk, Eggs,
Vegetables, etc.
Electronics, Machinery, Textiles,
Paper, etc.
Coal, Iron Ore, Copper, Bauxite,
Raw Materials
Lumber, etc
Road Transport Freight transported over roads
Rail Transport Freight transported on rail
Air Transport
Freight transported by air
Water Transport Freight transported by water
Pipeline
Freight transported through
Transport
pipeline
Bulk, General Cargo, Containers,
Road-Hub
etc.
Rail-Hub
Bulk, Intermodal, Shunting, etc.
Rail Car Storage, Dry Storage,
Water-Hub
Liquid Storage
Air-Hub

Terminal Storage

Hubs
Utility
components
Roads/Bridges
Airports

Location of hubs in the area
Location of all utilities that aid
freight flow
Location of all roads and bridges
Location of air infrastructure
Location of docks and storage
areas
Location of all rail infrastructure
Location of all dams and river
locks
Location and length of all tunnels
and culverts
Location of all surface streams
Elevation of each location
Geospatially located surface image
Location of pipelines and pumping
stations
Number of people need and
available
Time required for teams to arrive
in area
Skills necessary for each repair job
Mode substitutions facilitating
freight flow
Assignment and management of
repair tasks

Docks/Storage
Location
(Geospatial)

Rail
Locks/Dams
Tunnels/
Culverts
Hydrography
Elevation
Orthoimagery
Pipelines
Number of
People
Travel Time

Restoration

Skill Set
Mode
Substitution
Task
Management
Equipment
Necessary

Historic Data
Hazard
Risks/Vulnerabil Fragility Data
ity
Damage
Estimation

https://dc.uwm.edu/ijger/vol2/iss1/4

Data Description

Materials required for restoration

Measured
Units

Ownership

Various

Private/Public

Tons

Private/Public

Tons

Private/Public

Tons
Tons
Tons
Tons

Private/Public
Private
Private
Private/Public

Tons

Private/Public

Tons

Private

Tons

Private

Tons/Bushels Private
Tons

Private

Coordinates

Private/Public

Coordinates

Private/Public

Coordinates
Coordinates

Public
Private/Public

Coordinates

Private

Coordinates

Private/Public

Coordinates

Private/Public

Coordinates

Public

Coordinates
Meters
NULL

Private/Public
Public
Public

Coordinates

Public

Number

Private/Public

Hours/Days

Private/Public

Qualitative

Private/Public

Mode

Private/Public

Qualitative

Private/Public

Tons/Pieces

Private/Public

Previous hazards that have caused
Text
damage
Vulnerability of element to hazard Percentage
Severity and extent of damage
Percentage
from simulation

Private/Public
Public
Public

Data
Challenges
Static Data;
Generalized
Data;
Proprietary
Data
Inconsistency;
Estimation
required;
Public/Private
ownership
Varied amount
of data needed;
Different
capabilities of
hubs;
Interdependency of data

Ever changing
data; Use of
Software;
Static Data

Different
temporal
factors; Vast
Amounts of
data;
Scalability;
Ownership of
data
Inconsistency;
Estimation
required;
Public/Private
ownership
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4. EXAMPLE
4.1. STUDY AREA
The study area is represented by 29 USGS 7.5-minute quadrangles for the greater St.
Louis region of Missouri and Illinois (Rogers 2009) covering an area of 4,432 km2
(Figure 4), and was chosen due to its proximity to the New Madrid Seismic Zone
(NMSZ), in the Mississippi Embayment. This fault zone is about 240 km long and occurs
from five to twenty-four kilometers beneath the earth’s surface (Newman et al., 1999).
The area is a source of considerable small-scale seismic activity today. Although the most
recent large earthquake (estimated magnitude about 7.5) occurred in 1811 – 1812, the
potential destruction due to a major earthquake in this region remains high (Tuttle et al.
2002). The area is also subject to tornadoes, particularly during the late spring through
early fall months and, due to its proximity to the confluence of the Missouri and
Mississippi Rivers, flooding. Indeed, should a disaster claim all the major bridges in this
area, the city itself would become a virtual island in terms of transportation issues.

Figure 4. The study area, the greater St Louis, metropolitan area with USGS 7.5’
topographic quadrangle coverage (Rogers 2009).
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4.2. DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING
SCICI geospatial data required for the construction of public SC
SCN
N models that will
identify and catalog geographical interdependencies must necessarily come from several
open sources. One such source is The National Map of USGS which distributes fully
integrated layers of orthoimagery, elevation, hydro
hydrography, transportation,
on, place names,
and land cover (Sugarbaker and Carswell 2011). The orthoimagery is a particularly rich
data source as it consists of aerial photographs that have been mathematically corrected
to remove camera distortions and flight path variat
variations
ions (‘orthorectified’), thereby
producing images of uniform scale that allow accurate determination of coordinates,
distances, areas, shapes, directions, and land usages from these images (Mauck et al.
al
2009). In this study area 2268 orthoimagery tiles fro
from
m The National Map were
downloaded for total coverage. The pixel size of these images range from 0.15 m up to
0.6 m. From these images it is possible to extract infrastructure elements such as bridges,
culverts, docks, dams, electric poles, electric substa
substations,
tions, fire hydrants, power plants,
storm drains, water reclamation plants and more by heads up digitization. A third source
of public SCICI data include the state departments of transportation, whose road
ad and rail
data best integrate with the road and rai
rail depictions on the orthoimagery. An example of
the SCICI geospatial data compiled for a section of the St. Louis metroplex is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Orthoimagery and selected SCICI infrastructure for St. Louis, Missouri
Misso
region
(Ramachandran et al. 2015b).
).

https://dc.uwm.edu/ijger/vol2/iss1/4
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Figure 6. Elevation DEM integrated with road networks for the central United States.

Elevation data are used in this study to calc
calculate
ulate the ‘approachability’ of SCICI,
SCICI and
consist of the National Elevation Dataset (NED) digital elevation models (DEM) for this
region (Figure 6). These interpolated elevation grids have been based largely on
topographic map contour data
data. The highest resolution DEMs were chosen which consist
mostly of 1/9 arc-second
second data (3 m cells) for the greater St. Louis county area, and 1/3
arc-second
second data (10 m cells) for the rest of the area.
While other data sources are necessary for the modeling of physical, cyber and logical
interdependencies, the sources described hhere
ere allow for the development and
implementation
plementation of algorithms that can map geographical interdependency
ependency among SCICI.
SCICI
4.3. ALGORITHM FOR MAPPING GEOGRAPHIC INTERDEPENDENCY
Infrastructures
nfrastructures are said to be geographically interdependent if they are within a close
proximity and are able to establish a connection to each other. Thee elevation data can be
used as a feasibility
asibility criterion to test for physical connectivity between infrastructure
elements. A large-scale
scale disaster would most likely cause a change of state to all the
infrastructure elements that
at are close to each other. For this research, geographic
g
interdependency is studied in two parts: calculating the nearest
st neighbor and calculating
infrastructure element approachability
approachability. Figure 7 illustrates the procedure adopted for
mapping the geographic interdependency between elements of the SCICI that are within a
given threshold distance of each other using a nearest neighbor algorithm.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Load all the necessary shapefiles and the descriptor
≥IDL Stage
Using Gdal ogr2ogr convert the shapefile into database format
Cleanse the data (EPSG 4269)
≥IDC Stage
Create a new table with required fields and correct data types
Start a new stored procedure
while table exists
Alter and update table
Set
Inner Join using geometry location
Create hash table and spatial index for each table for faster join
Select column from <tablename> and specify join rules ≥ GIMP Stage
Insert stored procedure for Nearest Neighbour algorithm
Compute distance for each infrastructure element
Compute nearest infrastructure within threshold and store results
End set
Continues till all elements of SCICI are traversed
End while
Update table
Do the same for other infrastructure and create spatial results
Figure 7. Steps for systemic geographic interdependency mapping for finding nearest neighbors

The process for applying the nearest neighbor algorithm is made up of three stages:
Infrastructure Data Loading (IDL), Infrastructure Data Cleaning (IDC), and Geographic
Interdependency Mapping Proximity (GIMP). The IDL stage (Line 1 of Figure 7)
establishes connection to a SQL® database1. SQL, or Structured Query Language, is a
special purpose programming language designed for managing and processing data. The
advantage of using the SQL database is that a geospatial data add-on is available that
supports geography data types and can store spatial data in tables (in the form of points,
lines and polygons). Queries can then be written to analyze and manipulate the data
stored within the tables. The IDC (Line 3 of Figure 7) stage is a data integration phase
where all the geospatial data that are required to map the interdependencies are converted
into a format that is readable by the SQL database. For this, GDAL (an open-source
translator library) is used to convert the raster and vector geospatial data. Using this
translator, a query is written to convert the existing spatial metadata into database
readable format so that the data can be analyzed when needed. This is an important step
because when the data gets transferred to a database all the attributes of the data are
converted into columns and can be queried as individual items. The GIMP (Line 11 of
Figure 7) specifies rules for mapping the proximity interdependency. The GIMP stage
determines if the infrastructure table exists, and if not, creates it. From this table a hash
map and spatial index are compiled which reduces subsequent computing time. A spatial
index is a type of extended index containing data of a single spatial type (such as
1

Reference to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacture, or otherwise does not constitute an endorsement, a recommendation, or a favoring by
the U.S. government or the U.S. Geological Survey
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geometry or geography). In this implementation the spatial index is built using R-trees.
R-trees span a 2-dimensional space, which in this case decompose the data into a fourlevel grid hierarchy, thereby creating the spatial index. Hence, all the data are stored in an
overlapping grid hierarchy making it easier to query or retrieve. In this manner, a spatial
index for each infrastructure element can be created to speed the recovery of
interdependency information.
A nearest neighbor algorithm is then implemented to find the nearest infrastructure
elements to every element in the database. For example, consider bridges, the nearest
neighbor algorithm calculates the distance from a particular bridge element to the nearest
communication tower, electricity substation, electric grid line, dock and so forth for all
infrastructure elements using geographic locations. A threshold radius within which to
perform the search is chosen based on the type of infrastructure element queried for the
area. For example, a one kilometer radius would be reasonable for selecting the nearest
road, electric grid line or water main, whereas ten kilometers would be more reasonable
for electric substations, water pumping stations, docks, and so forth. With this threshold
each infrastructure element is traversed and if an element is found it is updated in the
corresponding table. This process of identification of elements continues until all
elements have been traversed.
Table 2 shows an example of the output after implementing the algorithm in Figure 7.
The location entries give the geographic position of every bridge within the search area.
The remaining columns identify the nearest infrastructure element (it this case, electric
substations, docks, and communication towers) to each bridge.
Table 2. Results of finding nearest neighbor
Location
Nearest_ESub
0xAD1000000114E2BCFE8BT Substation_023
0xAD10000001140EED38156 Substation_023
0xAD1000000114B48420F0E Substation_102
0xAD10000001142D5E78369 Substation_024
0xAD1000000114973E5D282 Substation_024
0xAD1000000104040000004 Substation_024
0xAD1000000114F44DE0F32 Substation_051
0xAD1000000114ACBE1D6F Substation_051
0xAD10000001140484A684E Substation_051
0xAD10000001149C98112BC NULL

Nearest_Dock
Dock_011
Dock_011
Dock_023
Dock_023
Dock_023
Dock_056
Dock_057
NULL
Dock_052
Dock_006

Nearest_CellT
Spectrasite Communications
Spectrasite Communications
Crown Castle Gt. Co. LLC
Crown Castle Gt. Co. LLC
Crown Castle Gt. Co. LLC
Crown Castle Gt. Co. LLC
Crown Castle Gt. Co. LLC
Crown Castle Gt. Co. LLC
St. Louis County Tower
St. Louis County Tower

The procedure used to map geographic interdependencies using elevation data is
described in Figure 8. This method modifies the nearest neighbor method shown in
Figure 7 to include elevation data to determine the feasibility of a road connecting two
infrastructure elements. The new algorithm, referred to as an ‘approachability function’,
is defined as a maximum slope beyond which one SCICI element cannot be reached from
the other SCICI element in its vicinity. In essence this criterion gives insight into whether
a SCICI element can be connected to or repaired from another. One straightforward
illustration of this connection is whether utilities crews who need to reach an electric grid
line for repair can access the line from a particular road segment after a disaster.

Published by UWM Digital Commons, 2015
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Infrastructure elements may be in the same vicinity (proximity), but this does not mean
that they are approachable (approachability).
Overlay the SCICI data from The National Map (TNM) and also the extracted from TNM
over
the DEM data
Find elevation of each point using a 3D profile and extract the metadata
≥IED
2:
Stage
Load all the necessary shapefiles and the descriptors
≥IDL
3:
Stage
4:
Using Gdal ogr2ogr convert the shapefile into database format
Cleanse the data by georefrencing it, and making them into the same geometry (EPSG
5:
4269)
Create a new table with required fields and correct data types
≥IDC
6:
Stage
7:
Start a new stored procedure
8:
while table exists
9:
Alter and update table
10:
Set
11:
Inner Join using geometry location
12:
Create hash table and spatial index for each table for faster join
13:
Insert Stored Procedure: Algorithm 1 find nearest neighbor
14:
If neighbor found, Then check slope value
15:
If slope<300m/km checkbox YES
16:
Else Checkbox NO
Else
≥GIMA
17:
Stage
18:
End set
19:
Continues till all elements of SCICI are traversed
20:
End while
21:
Update table
Do the same for other infrastructure and create spatial results
Figure 8. Steps for systemic geographic interdependency mapping for finding an approachability
function
1:

The approachability determination algorithm has four steps: Infrastructure Elevation
Data (IED), Infrastructure Data Loading (IDL), Infrastructure Data Cleaning (IDC), and
Geographic Interdependency Mapping Accessibility (GIMA). Two of these, IDL (Line 3
of Figure 8) and IDC (Line 6 of Figure 8) are similar to the method described in Figure 7.
The IED (Line 2 of Figure 8) step is a geospatial data integration stage, where elevation
data (derived from the NED) is overlain on SCICI location data from TNM and projected
into the same Universal Transverse Mercator projection as the TNM orthoimagery. The
next step is to find the elevation for each feature representing a SCICI element. A profile
is then created by adding surface information to find the elevation change (Z-value), and
the slopes associated with each. Once, these values are obtained, a connection is
established in the database. The GIMA (Line 17 of Figure 8) step calculates
‘approachability function’. The data are loaded into the database and nearest neighbors
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are found to each SCICI element. For each neighbor that is found, its slope and elevation
values are checked to determine if it is above a given threshold.
Table 3 shows an example of the elevation and the slope information for a sample of
the roads in the area under consideration. The slope is found by splitting the lines at
vertices (starting and ending) and determining its length in kilometers (km) and creating a
surface profile to find the Z-value (elevation change in meters, m). The slope then will be
recorded in m/km.
Table 3. Elevation and Slope data for Road infrastructure of SCICI
Road Type
Length (km)
Z Value (m)

Slope (m/km)

US ROUTE_32

3.65

195.57

53.6

STATE ROUTE_21

36.00

210.07

5.8

INTERSTATE_23

0.70

212.28

303.3

STATE ROUTE_038

0.58

234.04

403.5

INTERSTATE_23

2.43

641.73

263.9

STATE ROUTE_12

3.78

175.31

46.4

Table 4 gives example results of the method when the approachability function is
implemented showing how the interdependencies can be mapped. In this table, the
Approachable column is a binary which shows ‘Yes’ if the element of infrastructure is
approachable from that particular road, which means it satisfies that criteria for the slope
threshold, and it shows ‘No’ if the element does not satisfy the slope threshold criteria.
The maximum slope threshold for an interstate road in the United States should not
exceed 8% grade (about 80m/km, American Association of State Highways and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), 2001) irrespective of the speed limit. Since, this
research looks at all the different types of roads (interstates, US highway, State Routes)
the slope threshold value is set higher at 30% grade (about 300 m/km) which is closer to
the maximum slope of a known road in the United States (370m/km, Aashto, 2001). To
calculate the ‘approachability function’ the horizontal distance from the nearest road to a
particular SCICI element is found. Then, the Ζ value (elevation change) is used to
calculate the slope from the road to the SCICI element, and if this slope is less than
300m/km (threshold value), then the SCICI elements is deemed approachable from that
road. The ‘location’ column in the table gives the location of the roads in the area under
consideration. The nearest electric substation (‘Nearest_ESub’), nearest Dock
(‘Nearest_Dock’), and the nearest communication tower (‘Nearest_CellT’) are calculated
for each road and a snippet is shown Table 4.
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Table 4. Example Results of applying ‘approachability function’
Location

Nearest_ESub Approach- Nearest_
able
Dock
114E2BCFE Substation_023 Yes
Dock_011

Approach- Nearest_ Approachable
able
CellT
Yes
Cell_012 Yes

1140EED38

Substation_023 Yes

Dock_011

Yes

Cell_023

Yes

114B48420

Substation_102 Yes

Dock_023

Yes

Cell_024

Yes

1142D5E78

Substation_024 Yes

Dock_023

Yes

Cell_025

Yes

114973E5D

Substation_024 Yes

Dock_023

Yes

Cell_026

No

104040000

Substation_024 Yes

Dock_056

Yes

Cell_045

No

114F44DE0

Substation_051 Yes

Dock_057

Yes

Cell_028

No

114ACBE1D Substation_051 Yes

NULL

No

Cell_029

No

1140484A6

Substation_051 Yes

Dock_052

No

Cell_032

No

1149C9811

NULL

Dock_006

No

Cell_031

Yes

Yes

The methods developed and proposed here are considered robust and flexible. This is
an important result because different terrains, features and modes of disaster may require
different types of interdependency modeling.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
There are two major findings of this research. This work shows that there is sufficient
data publically available to create a near real-world modeling scenario for infrastructure
elements. Some limitations exist, such as the static nature of the geospatial data and the
amount of estimation required while interpreting transportation data. Understanding these
bounds, the results of this research show that there are sufficient data available in public
domain to create a model with sufficient complexity to assist with decision making with
periodic updates as infrastructure changes.
The second finding of this research is the demonstration of methods for
interdependency mapping. This research focuses on geographic interdependency, but
similar types of algorithm can be implemented to determine other types of
interdependency (physical, cyber, and logical). Integrating geospatial data with freight
flow and infrastructure, and combining these with restoration and hazard data is a
complex task. This complexity arises mainly due to the interdependent nature of
infrastructure systems. Most of the modeling techniques previously studied have either
ignored the interdependent nature of critical infrastructure and have looked at only one
infrastructure, or have assumed that the use of synthetic data can mimic real-world
scenarios sufficiently, which is not the case.
The modeling technique presented here utilizes data provided by The National Map
(orthoimagery, elevation etc.) to identify the location of the SCICI, find the proximity
between them, and also develop an approachability function. The spatial information is
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used to identify relationships that exist between the elements of SCICI; this paves the
way to understand the complex nature of these systems. Mapping and understanding
geographic interdependency is essential when trying to model real-world scenarios.
This research is an important step in understanding the restoration of critical
infrastructure after damage due to natural or man-made disaster. Protecting critical
infrastructures remains a difficult and an open problem, made more complex as there is
not a clear understanding of the interdependencies that exists among the infrastructures.
Better understanding of these interdependencies will lead to a heuristic for the restoration
process.
The advantage of this methodology is that it is scalable, and flexible, i.e. the same
model can be used for different regions and different infrastructure elements if the data
are available. The methodology proposed in this work contributes to the literature by its
explicit combination of modeling infrastructure elements using real data and mapping
interdependencies between them. Previous research considers a synthetic area, only looks
at a particular infrastructure, or does not provide a comprehensive framework to model
and map the interdependencies.
The next step in this research will address limitations of the research with respect to
the data. Future work will increase the level of detail and robustness of the data. Lidar
and elevation data can be used to better approximate real-world scenarios. The use of
Global Positioning System data alone can create problems when looking at something
that is not at the same height. Moreover, the use of semantic ontology should aid with the
integration of data. The current data are from different sources in different formats.
Semantics will greatly help with understanding the data and finding trends within the
data. Because of the size and variety of the data, future work will also consider reducing
the computing time. The 29 size block area that was considered for this research required
more than 7 Tb of data to describe it properly. Big-data analytics and parallel processing
techniques will likely prove useful in the development of required datasets and usable
restoration tools.
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